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Introduction

These notes may be seen as a walk around Handel’s proof of the following theorem.

Theorem (Handel’s fixed point theorem,[Han99]). Consider a homeomorphism
f : D2 → D2 of the closed 2-disk. Assume the following hypotheses.

(H1) There exists r ≥ 3 points x1, . . . , xr in the interior of D2 and 2r pairwise distinct
points α1, ω1, . . . , αr, ωr on the boundary ∂D2 such that, for every i = 1, . . . , r,

lim
n→−∞

fn(xi) = αi, lim
n→+∞

fn(xi) = ωi.

(H2) The cyclic order on ∂D2 is as represented on the picture below :

α1, ωr, α2, ω1, α3, ω2, . . . , αr, ωr−1, α1.

Then f has a fixed point in the interior of D2.

α1

ω1
α2

ω2

α3

ω3

α1

ω1

α2

ω2
α3

ω3

α4

ω4

Orbits diagram for Handel’s fixed point theorem: r = 3, r = 4

In Handel’s original paper more general cyclic orders are allowed, but Handel’s
hypothesis implies the existence of a subset of the xi’s satisfying the above hypothesis
(H2) (see the nice combinatorial argument in the introduction of the paper [LC06]
by P. Le Calvez). Thus the original statement can be deduced from this.

This theorem is a tool for detecting fixed points for homeomorphisms on surfaces,
when applied to the following construction. Let S be a surface without boundary,
endowed with a hyperbolic metric (think of a compact surface of genus ≥ 2, or
an open subset of the sphere which is not homeomorphic to a disk or an annulus).
Consider a homeomorphism f : S → S which is isotopic to the identity. The universal
cover of S is the hyperbolic disk H2. Lifting the isotopy, we get a homeomorphism
f̃ : H2 → H2 which is a lift of f . One can prove that f̃ extend to a homeomorphism
of the closed disk which point-wise fixes the circle boundary ∂H2. In this setting,
every fixed point of f̃ projects to a fixed point of f .

Here is an application, due to Betsvina and Handel. In the previous construction
assume S is the complement of at least three points in the sphere. If f has a periodic
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point z, then the trajectory of z under the iterated isotopy is a closed curve Γ. If
this curve is homotopic to a constant, then z lifts to a periodic point of f̃ , and
Brouwer plane translation theorem (see below) provides a fixed point for f̃ , and thus
for f . Handel’s theorem allows to get a fixed point under the weaker hypothesis
that the curve is homologous to zero. Indeed, under this hypothesis, consider the
unique oriented hyperbolic geodesic Γ0 of S which is freely homotopic to Γ. Since
Γ0 is homologous to zero, its algebraic intersection number with every closed curve,
and every curve joining one two connected component of the complement of S, is
zero. Given a point p0 in the complement of S, a function may be defined on the
complement U of Γ0, assigning to a point p the intersection number of Γ0 with any
curve from p0 to p. This function is constant on each connected component of U , and
vanishes on the complement of S. The maximum and the minimum of the function
cannot both be zero, to fix ideas let us assume the maximum is non zero. Consider a
connected component U0 where the function is maximal ; thus U0 is included in S.
Because the function is maximal on U0, the boundary of U0 is made of segments of
Γ0 which are oriented in a coherent way. Lifting the picture to the hyperbolic plane,
we find several lifts of Γ0 which draw a diagram as on the above picture. To each
of these lifts correspond a lift Γ̃i of Γ; if z̃i is a lift of z on Γ̃i, the orbits of the z̃i’s
satisfies the hypothesis of Handel’s theorem. Thus again we get a fixed point for f .
For more details, and some more applications, see again the introduction of Patrice
Le Calvez’s paper, or the beginning of Juliana Xavier’s PhD thesis.

One can restate the theorem by saying that when a homeomorphism of the
two-disk has no fixed point in the interior, there is no family of orbits satisfying
hypotheses (H1) and (H2). Under this viewpoint, the theorem says that orbits of a
fixed point free homeomorphism of the open disk may not “cross each others too
much”. The reader may keep this idea in mind as a guideline for these notes.

We begin by recalling classical Brouwer theory, concerning fixed point free
homeomorphisms of the plane. Then we introduce and illustrate the homotopy
translation arcs which are the main objects of Handel’s proof. These objects also
play a central part in further developments of the theory by J. Franks and M. Handel
(see for example [FH03]). Finally we describe and illustrate the main steps of the
proof.

Handel’s proof is mainly intrinsic to the interior of the disk (identified with a
plane), with no reference to the boundary, and the above disk theorem follows from
a plane theorem. For this intrinsic statement we follow the short exposition by S.
Matsumoto ([Mat00]). A small novelty is a direct proof, using classical Brouwer
theory, of the lemma which allows to deduce the disk theorem from the intrinsic
version (proposition 1.3 below). We also discuss orbit diagrams, and propose some
conjectures describing an invariant of combinatorial type associated to a finite family
of orbits for a fixed point free homeomorphism of the plane, which would entail that
there exists only finitely many distinct braid types for a given number of orbits.

Since time does not allow a proper introduction to hyperbolic geometry, we tried
to avoid it as much as possible, especially in the definitions of the main objects. The
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reader which is not familiar with this subject may read (and admit) the properties
concerning hyperbolic geodesics that are listed at the end of the text as a set of
axioms. Geodesics will become essential in section 3.

1 (Classical) Brouwer theory

Handel’s theorem deals with some fixed point free homeomorphisms of the open disk.
By identifying the open disk with the plane, we get fixed point free homeomorphisms
of the plane, which are the objects of Brouwer theory.

a Flows

Let us recall a little bit of Poincaré-Bendixson theory. Let X be a non vanishing
vector field on the plane, and assume X is smooth and complete, so that Cauchy-
Lipschitz theorem gives rise to a flow, that is, there is a one parameter family (Φt)t∈R of
diffeomorphisms of the plane tangent to the vector field (the ODE ∂

∂t
Φt(x) = X(Φt(x))

is satisfied). Take a smooth curve γ :]− ε, ε[→ R2 which is transverse to the vector
field (γ′(t) is nowhere colinear to X(γ(t))). Then the main remark of the theory
is that no integral curve t 7→ Φt(x) can meet γ twice. As a consequence, the map
Ψ : R×]− ε, ε[→ R2 given by

(x, y) 7→ Φx(γ(y))

is one to one, and the image of Ψ is an open invariant set on which the flow is
conjugate to the horizontal translation flow (an invariant flow box),

Ψ((x, y) + (t, 0)) = Φt(Ψ(x, y)).

Since no integral curve meets γ twice, the point γ(0) is not an accumulation point of
any orbit. Thus integral curves have no accumulation point, they tend to infinity:
for every compact subset K of the plane, and every x, the set

{t ∈ R,Φt(x) ∈ K}

is compact. We say that the map t 7→ Φt(x) is proper (or that the integral curve is a
properly embedded line).

Consider now several points x1, . . . , xr that belongs to distinct (and thus pairwise
disjoint) orbits Γ1, . . .Γr of the flow. We endow these orbits with the orientation
induced by the flow. The topology of any finite family of pairwise disjoint oriented
properly embedded lines in the plane may be completely described by a finite invariant.
More precisely, according to Schoenflies theorem, we can find a homeomorphism
h : R2 → Int(D2) between the plane and the open unit disk under which the image
of each oriented curve Γi becomes a chord [αi, ωi] of the unit circle. The cyclic
order on the set {α1, ω1, . . . , αr, ωr} is a total invariant of the topology of the curves,
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meaning that there exists a homeomorphism sending a first family of oriented curves
on a second family if and only if their cyclic orders at infinity coincide. The only
constraint on this cyclic order is that the chords [αi, ωi] are pairwise disjoint. For
example, for two orbits there is only two possible diagrams (up to reversing the cyclic
order), and five diagrams for three orbits.

Two or three orbits of a non vanishing vector field in the plane

b Brouwer homeomorphisms

A Brouwer homeomorphism f is a fixed point free, orientation preserving homeomor-
phism of the plane. As a consequence of Poincaré-Bendixson theorem, the time one
map of a flow generated by a non vanishing vector field is (a special case of) a Brouwer
homeomorphism, and one could say that the main purpose of Brouwer theory is
to determine which properties of the planar flows generalize to general Brouwer
homeomorphism. In particular, we would like to find out if there is something like a
cyclic order on ends of orbits.

Let us first recall Brouwer plane translation theorem, which is the analog of
Poincaré-Bendixson theorem. An open set U ⊂ R2 is called a translation domain for
f if U is the image of an embedding1 Ψ : R2 → Ψ(R2) = U such that Ψ ◦ T = f ◦Ψ,
where T : (x, y) 7→ (x, y)+(1, 0) is the horizontal translation. Note that a translation
domain is f -invariant (f(U) = U). Here is a weak version of the Brouwer Plane
translation theorem.

Theorem (Brouwer). Every point of the plane belongs to a translation domain.2

As a corollary, exactly as in Poincaré-Bendixson theory, every orbit (fn(x))n∈Z
goes to infinity: for every compact subset K of the plane, and every x, the set

{n ∈ Z, fn(x) ∈ K}

is compact. Again we will say that the orbit is proper (or locally finite).

1A map Ψ : X → Y is called an embedding if it is a homeomorphism between X and Ψ(Y ).
2In the full statement, Ψ my be chosen so that its restriction to every vertical straight line is

proper. In what follows we only use the weak version.
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Under the conclusions of the theorem, let Γ be the image under the map Ψ of
any horizontal line. Then Γ is an injective continuous image of the real line which is
invariant under f , i. e. f(Γ) = Γ. Such a curve is called a streamline for f , and it is
an analog of the integral curves for flows. However, we must note that

• (non uniqueness) every point belongs to (infinitely many) distinct streamlines;

• (non properness) although they are continuous injective images of R, some
streamlines are not properly embedded;

• (non disjointness) distinct streamlines are not necessarily disjoint.

Actually the situation is the worst you can imagine: there exists examples with no
properly embedded streamline, and there are uncountably many non homeomorphic
possibilities even for a single non properly embedded streamline. A key point in
the proof of Handel’s theorem will be to replace streamlines by the more flexible
“homotopy” streamlines.

c Translation arcs

Let f be a Brouwer homeomorphism. A simple arc3 α satisfying

1. α(1) = f(α(0)),

2. α ∩ f(α) = {α(1)}

is called a translation arc for the point α(0).

• • •
α

f(α)

A translation arc

The following is a fundamental lemma of the theory. For a proof see for exam-
ple [BF93, Gui94].

Lemma 1.1. (“Free disk lemma”) Let D ⊂ R2 be a topological disk ( i. e. a set
homeomorphic either to the open or to the closed unit disk. Assume D is free, that
is, f(D) ∩D = ∅. Then fn(D) ∩D = ∅ for every n 6= 0.

Note that a small enough disk centered at any point x is free, thus the lemma
incorporates the fact that no point is periodic.

The following corollary implies that the union of all the iterates of a translation
arc is a streamline.

Corollary. If α is a translation arc then fn(α) ∩ α 6= ∅ if and only if n = −1, 0, 1.

3A simple arc, sometimes just called an arc, is an injective continuous image of [0, 1].
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Proof. Assume by contradiction that there is x ∈ α such that f−n(x) ∈ α for some
n 6= −1, 0, 1. A special case is when {x, f−n(x)} = {α(0), α(1)}. Then x must be a
periodic point, which contradicts the lemma. Thus the special case does not occur,
which means that the sub-arc of α joining x and f−n(x) is a not equal to α. In
particular it is free, and thus by thickening it, we see that it is included in a free
topological open disk. This disk contradicts the Free disk lemma.

The above proof implicitly uses the following version of Schoenflies theorem
(where?...): any simple arc of the plane is the image of a segment under a homeo-
morphism of the plane.

We end this section by giving a direct construction of a translation arc (with no
reference to the plane translation theorem). A topological closed disk B is called
critical if the interior of D is free, but D is not. Let B be a critical disk containing
some point x in its interior. Choose some point y ∈ B ∩ f(B), some arc γ1 joining
x to y and included in IntB except at y, and some arc γ2 joining x to f−1(y) and
included in IntB except at f−1(y), such that γ1 ∩ γ2 = {x}, so that γ1 ∪ γ2 is a
simple arc. We construct a simple arc from x to f(x) by gluing γ1 with f(γ2). The
following statement implies that such an arc is a translation arc for x.

•
x

γ1
•
y

•
f(x)

γ2

•f−1(y)

B

f(B)

A critical disk and a geometric translation arc

Corollary 1.2 (critical disks). fn(B) ∩B 6= ∅ if and only if n = −1, 0, 1.

By making a euclidean disk grow until it touches its image, we see that for every
given point there is a unique critical disk among euclidean disks centered at the point.
When B is a euclidean disk, we may choose γ1 and γ2 to be euclidean segments in
the previous construction. Then we say that the translation arc is geometric.

Proof of the corollary. Use again the idea of the proof of the corollary on translation
arcs. Details are left to the reader.

Exercise 1.— Prove that any neighborhood of any arc γ joining a point x to its image contains a

topological disk which is critical and contains x in its interior.
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d The homotopy class of translation arcs

The following proposition will be the key to deduce the fixed point theorem, as
stated in the introduction, from an “intrinsic” theorem dealing with Brouwer homeo-
morphisms. It is a weak version of Corollary 6.3 of [Han99]. The weak version is
sufficient for our needs, but we will also be able to deduce the strong version from
the weak (corollary 2.1 below).

Let O(x0) = {fn(x0), n ∈ Z}. Let α, α′ : [0, 1] → R2 be two curves joining x0
to f(x0). A homotopy (with fixed end-points) from α to α′ is a continuous map
H : [0, 1]2 → R2, (s, t) 7→ αt(s) such that α0 = α, α1 = α′ and each αt is a curve
joining x0 to f(x0). The homotopy is relative to O(x0) if every curve αt meets O(x0)
only at its end-points. The homotopy is an isotopy if every curve αt is injective.
Standard results in surface topology imply that two injective curves α, α′ which are
homotopic (relative to O(x0)) are also isotopic (relative to O(x0)).

4

Proposition 1.3. Let α0, α1 be two translation arcs for a Brouwer homeomorphism
f for the same point x0. Then α0 and α1 are homotopic relative to O(x0).

Exercise 2.— In the special case when f is a translation, one may consider the quotient R2/f ,

which is an infinite annulus. What can you say about the image of a translation arc in the quotient?

The proposition, in this special case, should become “obvious”.

To prove the proposition we need two lemma. The first lemma says that, up to
conjugacy, geometric translation arcs have nothing special.

Lemma 1.4. For every translation arc α there exists a homeomorphism g isotopic
to the identity such that the arc g(α) is a geometrical translation arc for gfg−1. We
may further assume that g(α) joins 0 to 1.

We insist that g will be isotopic to the identity, but not isotopic to the identity
relative to an orbit of f .

Proof. We look for a situation homeomorphic to the picture of a geometrical arc
and its critical euclidean disk. Namely, we want to find a topological closed disk B
which is critical, contains α(0) in its interior, and such that the boundary ∂B meets
f−1(α) ∪ α in exactly two points, a point y on α and its inverse image f−1(y) on
f−1(α). Once we have found such a B, an adapted version of Schoenflies theorem
provides a homeomorphism g such that g(B) is a euclidean disk centered at g(x), and
g(f−1(α)∩B), g(α∩B) are euclidean segments, and such a g satisfies the conclusion
of the lemma. Here is a way to construct B. Up to making a first conjugacy, one
can assume that α and its inverse image are horizontal segments. Choose a vertical
small segment γ centered at the middle of α, such that f−1(γ) is disjoint from γ. Up
to a new conjugacy, we assume that f−1(γ) is also a vertical segment. Then B may
be chosen as a thin horizontal ellipse (or rectangle) tangent to γ and f−1(γ).

4This fact is actually included in the properties of hyperbolic geodesics, see in particular property
3 of the appendix.
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• • •
f−1(α) α

f−1(γ) γ

Construction of an adapted critical disk

As before we consider a Brouwer homeomorphism f , and some point x0. To
prove the proposition we need to thoroughly analyze the geometric translation arcs
at x0. Let Bf be the unique euclidean critical disk centered at x0, and S be its circle
boundary. In the (easy) case when Bf meets its image at a single point, there is a
unique geometric translation arc for x0, and we define C to be this arc (as this is
the easy case, we will not discuss it anymore). Assume we are in the opposite case.
The set S \ f(Bf ) is a union of open arcs of the circle S; exactly one of these arcs is
included in the boundary of the unbounded component of R2 \ (Bf ∪ f(Bf )), let y, z
be the (distinct) end-points of this arc. Let γy, γz be the geometric translation arcs
containing respectively y, z. It is easy to see that γy ∪ γz is a Jordan curve, let C be
the closed topological disk bounded by this curve. We claim that

C ∩ f−1(C) = {x0}.

Indeed, we first note that ∂C ∩ f−1(∂C) = {x0}: this is because
(1) by construction of geometric translation arcs, ∂C ∩ f−1(∂C) ∩Bf = {x0};
(2) ∂C \ Bf ⊂ f(Bf), while f−1(∂C) \ Bf ⊂ f−1(Bf), and f(Bf) ∩ f−1(Bf) = ∅
(corollary 1.2 on critical disks).

From this we deduce that either the claim holds, or one of the two disks C and
f−1(C) contains the other one, but in this last case Brouwer fixed point theorem
would provide a fixed point for f , a contradiction. This proves the claim.

Bf f(Bf )

•x0

•
y

•f(x0)

•z

Construction of the topological disks C and D

Note that C contains all the geometric translation arcs for the point x0. From
the disk C we will construct another (slightly bigger) disk D whose properties are
given by the following lemma.
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Lemma 1.5. There exists a topological disk D, and a neighbourhood V of f in the
space of Brouwer homeomorphisms (equipped with the topology of uniform convergence
on compact subsets of the plane), such that for every f ′ ∈ V ,

• IntD contains every geometric translation arc for the map f ′ and the point x0,

• D ∩ {f ′n(x0), n ∈ Z} = IntD ∩ {f ′n(x0), n ∈ Z} = {x0, f ′(x0)}.

Proof. We treat only the case when Bf ∩ f(Bf ) is not reduced to a single point (the
opposite case is similar but far easier). First assume that D is any topological disk
whose interior contains C. In particular, the interior of D contains all the geometric
translation arcs for f . Consider another Brouwer homeomorphism f ′, and let Bf ′ be
the unique euclidean critical disk for f ′ which is centered at x0. When f ′ is close to
f , the disk Bf ′ is close to Bf , and the intersection Bf ∩ f(Bf ) must be included in
D. From this it is not difficult to see that D contains all the geometric translation
arcs for f ′, which gives the first property of the lemma.

It remains to get the second property. For this we chose D to be a small enough
neighborhood of C, so that it may be written as the union of two topological closed
disks δ, δ′ satisfying the following conditions:

1. δ, δ′ are free for f ;

2. x0 ∈ Intδ and f(x0) ∈ Intδ′.

This is possible since the disk C is “almost free” (see the above claim, C ∩ f−1(C) =
{x0}). Define V to be the set of Brouwer homeomorphisms f ′ such that the first
property of the lemma holds, and such that the above conditions 1 and 2 are still
satisfied for f ′, namely δ, δ′ are free for f , and x0 ∈ Intδ and f ′(x0) ∈ Intδ′. It is
clear that V is a neighborhood of f . Let f ′ ∈ V , and let us check the second property
of the lemma. Consider an integer n such that f ′n(x0) belongs to D. Since x0 is in δ
which is free for f ′, f ′n(x0) may not be in δ unless n = 0 (free disk lemma). Likewise,
since f ′(x0) is in δ′ which is free for f ′, f ′n(x0) may not be in δ′ unless n = 1. Thus
f ′n(x0) cannot be in D = δ ∪ δ′ unless n = 0, 1, as wanted.

Proof of the proposition. Lemma 1.4 provides g0, g1 such that g0α0, g1α1 are geo-
metric translation arcs respectively for g0fg

−1
0 , g1fg

−1
1 . The space Homeo0(R2) of

homeomorphisms of the plane that are isotopic to the identity is arcwise connected,
thus there exists a continuous path (gt)t∈[0,1] in that space joining g0 and g1. Let
ft = gtfg

−1
t . By composing gt with the translation that sends gt(x0) to 0, we may as-

sume that gt(x0) = 0 for every t ; likewise, by composing gt with the (unique) complex
multiplication that sends gtf(x0) to 1, we may assume that ft(0) = gt(f(x0)) = 1 for
every t. Since complex affine maps preserves segments and circles, these modifications
of gt do not alter the previous properties: g0α0, g1α1 are still geometric translation
arcs.

We consider the disksD(ft) and the neighbourhoods V (ft) provided by Lemma 1.5,
applied at the point 0. By compactness, there exist t0 = 0 < ... < t` = 1 such that
every ft with t ∈ [ti, ti+1] is included in some Vi = V (ft′i). Let Di = D(ft′i). Let
α′0 = g0α0, α

′
1 = g1α1 which are geometric translation arcs resp. for ft0 , ft` , and for
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every i = 1, . . . , ` − 1 choose some geometric translation arc α′ti for fti . Now for
i = 0, . . . , `− 1, both arcs α′ti and α′ti+1

go from the point 0 to the point 1 and are
contained in the disk Di (first point of lemma 1.5). Thus they are homotopic within
Di: we may find a continuous family of curves (α′t)t∈[ti,ti+1] connecting both arcs and
still going from 0 to 1 and included in Di. Point two of lemma 1.5 entails that for
every t,

α′t ∩ {fnt (0), n ∈ Z} = {0, 1}.

Now let αt = g−1t α′t. This is a homotopy from α0 to α1 relative to the orbitO(x0)
5.

Exercise 3.— Prove the weak version of the plane translation theorem as a consequence of the

free disk lemma. Hints: by thickening a translation arc we may construct a critical disk δ such that

δ ∩ f(δ) is a simple arc. The iterates of δ give rise to a translation domain.

2 Homotopy translation arcs

Integral curves of flows never cross each other. We would like to know to what extent
orbits of a Brouwer homeomorphism can cross each other, but it is not easy to give
a precise meaning to this. In this direction we have defined translation arcs, in order
to replace integral curves of flows by the union of iterates of a translation arc, also
called streamlines. But for a general Brouwer homeomorphism the topology of a
streamline may be complicated. Thus streamlines are not appropriate to define a
notion of crossing. The idea is to relax the invariance to a homotopy invariance.

In this section f is an orientation preserving homeomorphism of the plane. We
select finitely many points x1, . . . xr with disjoint orbits, and let

O = O(x1, . . . xr) = {fn(xi), n ∈ Z, i = 1, . . . , r}

denote the union of their orbits. We do not demand that f is fixed point free, but
the xi’s are assumed to have proper orbits: in other words they are not periodic
and the set O is locally finite. The plane translation theorem tells us that this is
automatic if f is fixed point free.

a Definitions

We consider the continuous curves α : [0, 1]→ R2 joining two points x, y ∈ O, whose
interior Intα := α((0, 1)) is disjoint from O, and whose restriction to (0, 1) is injective
(thus the image of α is homeomorphic to the circle or to the closed interval). Such a
curve is said to be inessential if α(0) = α(1) and the bounded component of R2 \ α
does not contain any point of O, otherwise it is called essential. Let A be the set of

5This proof was sketched in the author’s PhD thesis.
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essential curves. The set A is endowed with the topology of uniform convergence,
and the connected component of A are called homotopy classes6. Two curves in the
same homotopy class will be said to be homotopic relative to O. The homotopy class
of α will be denoted by α, and the set of homotopy classes by A. Note that the
end-points α(0), α(1) are well-defined (homotopic curves have the same end-points).
The homotopy class f(α) is also well defined.

We will say that two curves α, β ∈ A are homotopically disjoint, and write
α ∩ β = ∅, if α 6= β and there exists α′ ∈ α, β′ ∈ β such that α′ ∩ β′ ⊂ O, that is,
the curves are disjoint except maybe at their end-points.

Let α ∈ A be a simple arc joining some x ∈ X to its image f(x). The arc is a
homotopy translation arc (for the point x) if fn(α) ∩ α = ∅ for every n 6= 0, that is,
the curve is homotopically disjoint from all its iterates.

A sequence of curves (αn)n≥0 in A is said to be homotopically proper if for every
compact subset K of the plane, there exists n0 such that for every n ≥ n0, there
exists α′ ∈ αn such that α′ ∩K = ∅.

Exercise 4.— Prove that this amounts to asking that, for every β ∈ A, for every n large enough,

αn ∩ β = ∅. Hints: for the difficult part hyperbolic geodesics make life easier (see the appendix).

A homotopy translation arc α is forward proper if the sequence (fn(α))n≥0 is
homotopically proper. The notion of backward proper homotopy translation arc is
defined in a symmetric way.

b Examples

We explore the properties of homotopy translation arcs on the easiest examples.

Exercise 5.—
1. The pictures on the next page show examples of orbits of some fixed point free homeomorphisms.
We start with the first three examples, which are time one maps of flows. Try to draw several
distinct homotopy translation arcs for the same point. Are they backward or forward proper?
2. We now consider a more involved example. We begin
with a map f which is the time one map of a flow, with five
trajectories as on the picture on the right. The wanted map
f ′ = ϕ ◦ f is obtained as the composition of f with a map
ϕ supported on a disk δ that is free for f (the shaded disk
on the picture).

Let x1 be a point, and γ be the translation arc for x1 as depicted on the figure. What are the

f ′ iterates of x1? Draw the iterates of γ. Is the corresponding homotopy translation arc forward

proper? Does x1 admit a forward proper homotopy translation arc? Is there any homotopy

translation arc for x0 which is both forward and backward proper?

Exercise 6.— Find a situation with r = 2 and a homotopy translation arc which is not homotopic

to a (classical) translation arc. Hints: consider a flow with several parallel Reeb strips.

6Note that, in this context, the notions of isotopy and homotopy coincides.
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•

x2

x1

f is a translation, r = 2

x2

x1

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

f is the time one map of the Reeb flow, r = 2

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•
•
•

•
•

x3

x2

x1

f is the Reeb flow, r = 3

x1γ

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

••
•

• •
• •

•
••

•

•

ϕ

f ′ = ϕ ◦ f is the composition of a flow and a small perturbation, r = 4
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c Backward and forward proper homotopy translation arcs

The following theorem describes the situation up to r = 37.

Theorem. Assume f is fixed point free, in other words f is a Brouwer homeomor-
phism. If r = 1, 2, 3 then there exists homotopy translation arcs γ1, . . . γr for the
points x1, . . . , xr that are both backward and forward proper and such that, for every
n ∈ Z and every i 6= j, the arcs γi and fn(γj) are homotopically disjoint.

The cases r = 1, 2 are in [Han99] (they are essentially equivalent to Theorem 2.2
and 2.6 of that paper). The case r = 3 may be proved using Handel’s techniques.
The above last example shows that the statement is optimal, i.e. it becomes false
when r ≥ 4. We will only provide a proof in the case r = 1, using proposition 1.3
about the uniqueness of homotopy class of translation arcs, and the construction of
translation arcs using critical disks. The other cases are much harder, and necessitate
the concepts of reducing lines and fitted families that disappear under iteration,
see [Han99].

Proof when r = 1. We consider a Brouwer homeomorphism f . As a preliminary we
prove that a point sufficiently near infinity admits a translation arc sufficiently near
infinity. More precisely, let K be a compact subset of the plane, and C be a large
disk containing both K and f−1(K). Let x be a point outside C ∪ f−1(C). Then
f(x) is outside C. According to the exercise at the end of section 1.c, since the
complement of C is arcwise connected, we may find a topological disk B containing
x in its interior which is critical. We have seen that there exists a translation arc γ
for x included in B ∩ f(B). By choice of C the arc γ is disjoint from K.

Now consider the orbit O = O(x1) of some point x1. Let γ0 be any (classical)
translation arc for the point x1. Of course γ0 is a homotopy translation arc, let
us prove that it is forward proper. Let K be a compact subset of the plane. The
forward orbit of x1 is going to infinity, and according to the preliminary property,
for every n large enough there exists a translation arc γn for fn(x1) which is disjoint
from K. According to the uniqueness of homotopy class of translation arcs, the arc
fn(γ0) is homotopic to γn relative to O. Thus γ0 is forward proper. Similarly, it is
backward proper.

As a corollary, we obtain that homotopy translation arcs are essentially unique
when r = 1. This reinforces proposition 1.3.

Corollary 2.1 ([Han99], corollary 6.3). Let f be a Brouwer homeomorphism and
O = O(x1) be the orbit of some point x1. Let γ, γ′ be two homotopy translation arcs
for x1. Then they are homotopic relative to O.

The proof uses the family H of hyperbolic geodesics, and refer to their properties
as listed in the appendix.

7The results in this section will not be used for the proof of the fixed point theorem
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Proof. Let γ0 be a homotopy translation arc for x1 which is both backward and
forward proper, as given by the case r = 1 of the theorem. For every n, we denote
by fn] γ0 the unique geodesic homotopic to fn(γ0) relative to O (property 1 of the
appendix). For p 6= q the geodesics fp] γ0 and f q] γ0 are in minimal position (property
2), and since γ0 is a homotopy translation arc, they must be disjoint (except possibly
at their end-points). Since the sequence (fn(γ0)) is homotopically proper, the
sequence (fn] (γ0)) of corresponding geodesics is proper (property 5). Thus the union⋃

n∈Z

fn] (γ0)

is a properly embedded line: there exists a homeomorphism Φ ∈ Homeo0(R2) sending
this line to R × {0}, and more precisely we may choose Φ such that Φ(fn] (γ0)) =
[n, n+ 1]× {0} for every n ∈ Z. Since our problem is invariant under conjugacy, up
to replacing f and x1 by ΦfΦ−1 and Φ(x1) (and the family H of geodesics by Φ(H)),
we may assume that x1 = (0, 0) and fn] (γ0) = [n, n+ 1]× {0} for every n. From now
on we work with these hypotheses.

Consider the family {f([n, n + 1] × {0}), n ∈ Z}. It is locally finite, and its
elements are pairwise non-homotopic and disjoint. According to property 3 of
the appendix, there exists some Φ ∈ Homeo0(R2,O) sending each element of this
family to a geodesic (where Homeo0(R2,O) denotes the identity component in the
space of homeomorphism of the plane that pointwise fixe O; we say that elements of
Homeo0(R2,O) are isotopic to the identity relative to O). The curve f([n, n+1]×{0})
is homotopic to the geodesic [n+ 1, n+ 2]×{0} relative to O, and since Φ is isotopic
to the identity relative to O, so is the curve Φf([n, n+1]×{0}). By uniqueness of the
geodesic in a given homotopy class, we deduce that Φ(f([n, n+1]×{0})) = [n+1, n+
2]×{0} for every integer n. Consider another homotopy translation arc γ for f at the
point x1 = (0, 0). The arc γ is also a homotopy translation arc for the map Φf . Thus,
up to replacing f by Φf , we may assume that f([n, n+1]×{0})) = [n+1, n+2]×{0}
for every n. (The reader might be afraid that Φf may have some fixed point, whereas
f was fixed point free, but we will not use this hypothesis anymore.)

Now the map f looks very much like the translation T : (x, y)→ (x+ 1, y), and
in a first reading the reader may assume that f = T . We may assume that γ is
a geodesic (property 1 of the geodesics). If γ is not homotopic to [0, 1] × 0, then
γ 6= [0, 1]× 0 and we will prove (as a contradiction) that gamma is not a homotopy
translation arc It is enough to prove that the geodesic f](γ) homotopic to f(γ) meets
γ at some point distinct from (1, 0). For this we consider the two following families
of curves:

A = {[n, n+ 1]× {0}, n ∈ Z}, B = {f(γ)}.

These families satisfy the hypothesis of property 4 of the appendix, since A and {γ} do,
and f(A) = A. Thus again there exists Φ ∈ Homeo0(R2,O) such the image under Φ of
all the curves in both families are geodesics, namely Φ([n, n+1]×{0}) = [n, n+1]×{0}
for every n, and Φf(γ) = f](γ). Since γ is a geodesic distinct from and thus non
homotopic to [0, 1]× {0}, it has to intersect the horizontal line R× {0}. Let γ′ ⊂ γ
be the largest subarc containing γ(0) = (0, 0) and disjoint from this line except at
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its end-points. The other end-point of γ′ is on the horizontal line, say (x, 0). Since
geodesics are in minimal position, this point does not belong to [−1, 1]× {0}. To
fix ideas assume x > 1. Since Φf preserves the orientation and the horizontal line,
Φf(γ′) is an arc from (1, 0) to some point (x′, 0) with x′ > x and otherwise disjoint
from the line. From this we conclude that γ′∩Φf(γ′) 6= ∅, and thus γ∩f](γ) contains
a point distinct from (1, 0). This completes the proof.

Exercise 7.— Use the same techniques to prove that, for the Reeb map and r = 2 (see the second

picture), any homotopy translation arc for the point x1 is homotopic to the horizontal translation

arc drawn on the figure.

d Backward or forward proper homotopy translation arcs

If we consider more than three orbits we cannot in general find homotopy translation
arcs that are both backward and forward proper. However, Handel proved that there
always exist homotopy translation arcs that are backward or forward proper. Even
more, one can find for each of the r orbits a backward proper homotopy translation
arc, and a forward proper homotopy translation arc, such that all the corresponding
“half homotopy streamlines” are pairwise disjoint. Here we construct such a family in
the special case of a homeomorphism satisfying the hypotheses of the fixed point
theorem (see section 4 for the general statement).

We work in the same setting as in the previous section: x1, . . . , xr are points
having disjoint proper orbits for a homeomorphism f of the plane. We use the same
notations. The following property asks for the existence of a family of backward
or forward proper homotopy translation arcs, whose associated “homotopy half-
streamlines” are pairwise homotopically disjoint.

Property (H ′1) There exists a positive integer N and, for every i = 1, . . . , r arcs
δi ∈ A joining f−N−1xi to f−Nxi, and γi ∈ A joining fNxi to fN+1xi, such that

• the δi’s are backward proper homotopy translation arcs,

• the γi’s are forward proper homotopy translation arcs,

• all the arcs
f−n(δi), f

n(γi), i = 1, . . . , r, n ≥ 0

are pairwise homotopically disjoint.

Proposition 2.2. Let f be a homeomorphism of the disk D2 with no fixed point in
the interior. Assume hypothesis (H1) of Handel’s fixed point theorem: x1, . . . , xr
are points of the interior of the disk whose α and ω-limit sets are distinct points
α1, ω1, . . . , αr, ωr on the boundary. Identify the interior of the disk with the plane.
Then property (H ′1) holds for the restriction of f to the interior of the disk.
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Proof. The idea is to define the δi’s and the γi’s as geometrical translation arc for
the euclidean metric on the disk, and to use the uniqueness of the homotopy class of
translation arcs (proposition 1.3) to prove homotopic disjointness.

A1

W1
A2

W2

A3

W3

The hypothesis allows to choose two collections A1, . . . , Ar and W1, . . . ,Wr of
pairwise disjoint neighborhoods of the points α1, ω1, . . . , αr, ωr, such that each Ai,Wi

is disjoint from the orbits of the xj ’s for j 6= i. More precisely, we construct Ai (reps.
Wi) as the intersection of a small disk centered at αi (reps. ωi) with the unit disk
D2, paying attention that the boundary of Ai,Wi does not contain any point of O.
Let B(i, n) be the closed euclidean, centered at fn(xi) and critical for f , i. e.

f(B(i, n)) ∩B(i, n) 6= ∅ but f(IntB(i, n)) ∩ IntB(i, n) = ∅.

For n ≥ 0 large enough, B(i, n) in included in Wi, and so is its image under f . In
particular, any geometric translation arc γ(i, n) for fn(xi), as constructed in the
previous section is included in Wi. Likewise, B(i,−n− 1) and its image are included
in Ai, and so is any geometrical translation arc δ(i, n) for f−n−1(xi).

From now on we work in the interior of the unit disk, identified with the plane.
Let γ, γ′ ∈ A be two simple arcs included in A1. Assume that they are homotopic
relatively to O(x1). Then we observe that they are homotopic relatively to O. Indeed,
there exists a map Φ : R2 → A1 which pointwise fixes A1 and send the complement
of A1 to ∂A1, and the composition of a homotopy avoiding O(x1) with Φ gives a
homotopy avoiding O. The same observation of course holds for all the Ai’s and
Wi’s.

Now we choose N > 0 large enough so that for every n ≥ N and every i, the
translation arc γ(i, n) and its image are both included in Wi, and likewise the
δ(i, n), f−1(δ(i, n)) are included in Ai. We set γi = γ(i, N) and δi = δ(i, N) and
claim that they suit our needs.

According to the proposition on homotopy classes of translation arcs, the arcs
γ(i, N + 1) and f(γ(i, N)) are homotopic relative to O(xi). Applying the above
observation, we deduce that they are homotopic relative to O. By induction we
see that the arc fn(γi) is homotopic relative to O to the arc γ(i, N + n). Like wise
the arc f−n(δi) is homotopic relative to O to the arc δ(i,−N − n). this proves that
the homotopy streamlines S+(γi), S

−(δi) are pairwise homotopically disjoint, as
wanted.
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e Homotopy Brouwer theory

TO BE WRITTEN.

3 Proof of the fixed point theorem

In this section, we prove the intrinsic version of the theorem. The proof follows
closely the exposition of Matsumoto in [Mat00]. Here the use of hyperbolic geodesics
is crucial (see the appendix).

Again, consider an orientation preserving homeomorphism f of the plane, with r
proper disjoint orbits O(x1), . . . ,O(xr). Assume property (H ′1). We want to translate
in this setting hypothesis (H2) concerning the cyclic order (see the statement of the
fixed point theorem).

For a curve α ∈ A, we will denote by fn] α the unique geodesic in the homotopy

class of fn(α). Note that for any p, q we have f q] f
p(α) = fp+q] α. We also define

S−(α) = ∪n≤0fn] α, S+(α) = ∪n≥0fn] α.

Hypothesis (H ′1) amounts to saying that the curve

S−(δ1), S
+(γ1), . . . , S

−(δr), S
+(γr).

are pairwise disjoint and homeomorphic to half-lines. We also let

S− = ∪iS−(δi), S+ = ∪iS+(γi).

As we did for flows (see the beginning of the section about classical Brouwer
theory), we may consider the cyclic order at infinity. More precisely, in every
neighborhood of infinity there exists a Jordan curve (a topological circle) J meeting
each of the 2r half-lines exactly once. The cyclic order induced by J on the finite
set J ∩ (S− ∪ S+) does not depend on J , and thus we get a well defined cyclic order
on our set of 2r half-lines. Denote by αi the point J ∩ S−(δi) and by ωi the point
J ∩ S+(γi). We introduce hypothesis (H ′2) which says that the cyclic order on J is
the same as the order given on the circle boundary in hypothesis (H2).

In view of proposition 2.2, the fixed point theorem is a consequence of the
following intrinsic statement.

Theorem. Let f be an orientation preserving homeomorphism of the plane satisfying
properties (H ′1) and (H ′2). Then f has a fixed point.

The end of this section is devoted to the proof of this theorem.
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a Action of f on curves

For the present we only assume that f is an orientation preserving homeomorphism of
the plane, with or without fixed points, satisfying hypothesis (H ′1). We use notation
of section 2.

We define the following subset G of A. An arc α ∈ A is in G if its end points
belong to S+ ∩ O = {fn(xi), n ≥ N, i ∈ {0, . . . , r}}, and α is homotopically disjoint
from every arc fn(δi), n ≤ 0. Note that G is a union of homotopy classes in A and
that f(G) ⊂ G. Let G0 ⊂ G be the set of elements of G that are homotopically disjoint
from every arc fn(γi), n ≥ 0 and whose end points belong to {fN(x1), . . . f

N(xr)}.
Obviously f induces a natural map, still denoted by f , from G to itself. We want
to show it also induces a multivalued map from G

0
to itself. Roughly speaking, the

image under this map of some α) will be the “homotopic intersection” of f(α) with
the complement of S+. In short, if all the curves involved are assumed to be pairwise
in minimal position, then the process will be to take all the connected components of
f(α)\S+, and to extend them by the most direct way so that their end-points belong
to {x1, . . . xr}. The result will be a set of curves in G0,S, counted with multiplicities;
for this we introduce the following notation.

For every set E, ⊕E will denote the set “finite subsets of E with multiplicities”:
more formally, an element of ⊕E is a map ϕ from E to N such that ϕ(e) = 0 except
for a finite number of e ∈ E (finite support). An element of ⊕E may be denoted
either by a formal sum ϕ = α1 + · · ·+α`, or (abusing notation) by a “set” {α1, . . . α`}
where the αi’s are not assumed to be distinct. The empty sum is denoted either by
0 or ∅. We will write α ∈ ϕ to denote ϕ(α) 6= 0.

More precisely, we consider some α ∈ G, and define cut(α) ∈ ⊕G
0

as follows8.
Let α′ be the geodesic homotopic to α. If α′ is one of the geodesics that make up S+,
then we decide that cut(α) = 0, and from now on we exclude this case. Properties of
geodesics implies that α′∩S+ is a finite set. Thus the set B of connected components
of α′ \ S+ is also finite. Let β be the closure of some element in β ∈ B, we consider
β as an oriented simple curve parametrized by [0, 1], which connect some S+(γi0) to
S+(γi1). We define a curve β′ by first following the half-line S+(γi0) from fN(xi0)
to β(0), then following β, and finally following the half-line S+(γi1) from β(1) to
fN(xi1). The curve β′ is then “pushed off S+” to get a curve β′′ which is disjoint
from S+ (except from its end-points). The process is described on the following
picture.

8Note that in [Han99] the construction is slightly different. Our set G0 is in one-to-one corre-
spondance with the set which is denoted in [Han99] by RH(W,∂+W ), and our map cut corresponds
to the map f](.) ∩W .
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β β′′

S+(γi1)

S+(γi0)

Construction of β′′

It may happens that β′′ is inessential (recall that this means it is a closed curve
surrounding no point of O). In this case we decide that β′′ is the zero element in
⊕G

0
. Finally, we let

cut(α) =
∑
β∈B

β′′.

Exercise 8.— Prove that this definition does not depend on the choice of the hyperbolic structure:

if H0,H1 are two families of curves satisfying the axioms of geodesics listed in the appendix, then

the maps cut0 and cut1 defined using respectively H0,H1 coincide. Hint : use property 4 in the list

of axioms.

We still denote by f : ⊕G → ⊕G and cut : ⊕G → ⊕G
0

the natural extension.

Lemma 3.1.

1. cut ◦ cut = cut.

2. Let α1, α2 ∈ G be homotopically disjoint. Then every β1 ∈ cut(α1), β2 ∈ cut(α2)
are homotopically disjoint.

3. For every integer n ≥ 0, the equality

(cut ◦ f)n = cut ◦ fn

holds on ⊕G.

Proof. The first point simply express the fact that the restriction of cut to G0 is the
identity. For the second point, consider two connected components β1, β2 coming
respectively from α1, α2 as in the definition of the map cut. Since geodesics have
minimal intersection, these two components are disjoint. Then it is easy to choose
the curves β′′1 , β

′′
2 so that they are disjoint (except maybe for their end-points, as

usual). This proves ths homotopic disjointness.
For the last point, it suffices to show that cutfcut = cutf on ⊕G. PROOF TO

BE WRITTEN.

Following Handel, we denote by −t the curve t with reverse orientation (note
however that the formal sum (−t) + t in ⊕G is not equal to zero!). The interest of
the map cut ◦ f appears in the following statement.
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Proposition 3.2. If there is some t ∈ G
0

and some positive n such that −t ∈
cutfn(t), then f has a fixed point.

Proof. Here we have to use the complete machinery of hyperbolic geometry. TO BE
WRITTEN.

b Construction of a fitted family

Under the assumptions of the fixed point theorem, we look for some simple curve
t such that −t ∈ cutfn(t). The idea is to iterate and “cut” the curves δi. To be
more precise, remember that for n ≥ 2N + 1 the curve fn(δi) belongs to G, so that
cutfn(δi) is well defined. Let

T = {t ∈ cut ◦ fn(δi), i = 1, . . . , r, n ≥ 2N + 1}

considered as a set without multiplicity (otherwise some element could have infinite
multiplicity). This is a subset of G

0
.

Lemma 3.3 (Existence of a fitted family).

1. (disjointness) Every t1, t2 ∈ T are homotopically disjoint; 9

2. (finiteness) T is a finite set;

3. (dynamical invariance) for every t1 ∈ T , every t2 ∈ cutf(t1) belongs to T ;

4. (non triviality) under hypothesis (H ′2), the family T is non-empty, and it
contains an element t with distinct end-points.

A set satisfying items 1,2,3 is called a fitted family.

Example

We describe an example satisfying the hypotheses of the fixed point theorem (with a
fixed point!). As for our previous example, it will be constructed as a perturbation
of a flow. First consider a map f which is the time one map of a flow of the closed
disk as on the picture below, and six fixed points α1, . . . , ω3 on the boundary. On
the picture next page we indicate how to modify f into a homeomorphism f ′ = ϕ ◦ f
so that, after the modification, αi, ωi are the α and ω limit point of a point xi. The
points xi will met hypothesis (H1), (H2) of the fixed point theorem. And, of course,
the restriction to the open disk will met the corresponding hypotheses (H ′1), (H

′
2).

The map ϕ is the commutative product of six maps supported on pairwise disjoint
free topological disks. Here, in the notations on hypothesis (H ′1) we may choose
N = 1, and the properly embedded half-lines S−(δi), S

+(γi) are indicated in thick
lines on the second picture next page.

9Note that this does not exclude the possibility that t1 = −t2.
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Exercise 9.— Describe the fitted family T on this example. Describe the dynamics induced by f ′

on this family, by drawing a graph Γ whose vertices are the elements of the family, and one arrow

from α to each element of cut ◦ f ′(α). Hint: there are twelve elements, and for each element t ∈ T ,

the arc −t with opposite orientation also occurs in T .

Proof of the lemma. Due to hypothesis (H ′1) the curves in the set

{fn(δi), n ≥ 0, i = 1, . . . , r}

are pairwise homotopically disjoint. Since the map cut preserves homotopic disjoint-
ness (previous lemma), we get point 1.

Consider the set TH consisting of the geodesics homotopic to elements of T . This
set is in one-to-one correspondence with T . Because of the first point, the interiors of
the elements of TH are pairwise disjoint. Since they are geodesics, they are pairwise
non-homotopic. Thus we have to bound the number of disjoint non-homotopic simple
curves in G0. The situation amounts to the following problem. Consider a closed disk
with r marked points on the boundary, and ` = (2N − 1)r punctures in the interior.
Consider a family of simple curves avoiding the puncture, with each end-point equal
to one marked point on the boundary, pairwise disjoint and non-homotopic. Let
N(r, `) be the maximum number of curves in such a family. An immediate induction
based on the following estimate shows that N(r, `) < +∞ for every r, `.

Exercise 10.— Prove that N(r, 0) ≤ r2 and N(r, `) ≤ 2r2 + 2N(r + 1, `− 1).

The third point is a consequence of the equality (cut ◦ f)n = cut ◦ fn.
For the last point, it suffices to prove that for some n ≥ 2N + 1, and some

i 6= j, the curve fn(δi) is not homotopically disjoint from S+(γj). We will work
with geodesics, and use repeatedly that two geodesics are disjoint as soon as their
homotopy classes are, and that the curves S+(δi) are positively invariant up to
homotopy.

Assume that the geodesic fn] δ1 is disjoint from S+(γr) for every n ≥ 2N + 1

(otherwise the point is proved). Iterating negatively, we get that f−`(f 2N+1
] δ1) is

disjoint from f−`(S+(γr)). Thus fn] δ1 is disjoint from S+(γr) for every n. Likewise,
iterating the equality

S−(δ1) ∩ S−(δr) = ∅

gives that S−(f 2N
] δ1) is also disjoint from S−(δr). Thus the connected set

C = S−(f 2N
] δ1) ∪ S+(γ1)

is disjoint from S−(δr) and S+(γr). Due to hypothesis (H ′2) about the cyclic order at
infinity, C must separates S−(δr) from S+(γr). Since S−(f 2N

] δr) contains the first of
this two sets and meets the second one, it must also meet C. As before S−(f 2N

] δr) is
disjoint from S−(f 2N

] δ1), thus S−(f 2N
] δr) meets S+(γ1). Iterating positively we get

that fn] δr meets S+(γ1) for some n ≥ 2N + 1, which proves the point.
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c Properties of T

From now on we assume hypotheses (H ′1) and (H ′2) of the theorem.

Lemma 3.4.

1. If t ∈ T has distinct end-points, then there exists n > 0 such that cutfn(t)
contains two distinct elements, also with distinct end-points.

2. There exists some t ∈ T , with distinct end-points, and some n > 0 such that

2t ∈ cutfn(t).

3. For such a t, we have −t ∈ cutfn(t).

Proof. For the first point, assume that the end-points of the geodesic t ∈ t belongs to
S+(γi) and S+(γj) with i 6= j. Due to the assumption on the cyclic order at infinity,
the set

t ∪ S+(γi) ∪ S+(γj)

separates S−(δk) from S+(γk) for some k 6= i, j. Then the proof is analogous to the
proof of the last point in the previous lemma.

The second point follows from the first one by a purely combinatorial argument.
We use again the oriented graph ΓT whose vertices are the elements of T , with one
edge from t1 to t2 for each occurrence of t2 in cutf(t1) (note that there may be
several edges having the same end-points. The equality (cut ◦ f)n = cut ◦ fn have
the following nice interpretation: for every t1, t2 ∈ T , the number of (oriented) paths
of length n from t1 to t2 is equal to the multiplicity of t2 in cutfn(t1). Denote by
T ′ the subset of T containing the elements with distinct end-points. Thus the first
point of the lemma says that for every t1 ∈ T ′ there is at least two distinct paths of
the same length from t1 to some elements of T ′.

We call cycle a path starting and ending at the same vertex. Cycles may be
indexed by Z/`Z, and we identify two cycles when they differ from a translation in
Z/`Z. A cycle is called injective if the corresponding map Z/`Z → T is injective.
Note that for every cycle c, for every element t of c, c contains an injective cycle c′

containing t (remove inductively loops that do not contain t). For the second point,
we look for some t ∈ T ′ which belongs to two distinct (non necessarily injective)
cycles of the same length.

Let c be an injective cycle containing some element t ∈ T ′. Assume c meets any
other cycle which is not a cycle obtained by repeating t several times. Then it is
easy to find two different (non injective) cycles starting at t and having the same
length. In this case the point is proved, so we may assume c is disjoint from every
other cycle.

From this assumption we get a partial order on the set of injective cycles meeting
T ′, deciding that c′ < c if there is a path from some element of c to some element
of c′. Consider some injective cycle c meeting T ′ which is minimal for this order.
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Due to the first point there is some path from some t ∈ c ∩ T ′ to some t1 ∈ T ′ \ c.
Applying inductively the first point we get an infinite path starting from t1 and
meeting T ′ infinitely many times. This path must contain a cycle meeting T ′, and
thus an injective cycle meeting T ′. This contradicts the minimality of c.

The argument of the last point is geometric. Let t be a geodesic representing
some t such that 2t ∈ cutfn(t). Let t′ be the geodesic in the homotopy class fn(t).
Let T be the family of connected components τ of t′ \ S+ giving rise to an arc τ ′′

such that τ ′′ ∈ cut(t′) (in the notations of the definition of the map cut) and τ ′′

is homotopic to t. By hypothesis T contains at least two elements τ1, τ2, and we
assume that τ2 comes after τ1 in the orientation along t′, thus t′ is the concatenation
of five (possibly degenerates) arcs σ1τ1δτ2σ2. Let i0, i1 be such that t(0) ∈ S+(γi0),
and t(1) ∈ S+(γi1). Let α0 be the arc included in S+(γ0) joining τ1(0) and τ2(0), and
define α1 similarly. Denote by R(τ1, τ2) the closed domain surrounded by the Jordan
curve τ1 ∪ τ2 ∪ α0 ∪ α1. Since t′ is a simple arc, distinct elements of T are disjoint.
Let τ3 ∈ T and assume that τ3 meets the interior of R(τ1, τ2). Then τ3 is included
in R(τ1, τ2), and from this we deduce that R(τ1, τ3) ⊂ R(τ1, τ2). Since T is a finite
family we may assume that R(τ1, τ2) is minimal among all the R(τ, τ ′) for distinct
τ, τ ′ ∈ T . In this case the interior of R(τ1, τ2) is disjoint from all elements of T . In
particular no connected component of t′ \ S+ joins a point of α0 to a point of α1.

We now argue by contradiction, assuming that −t 6∈ cutfn(t). In particular no
connected component of t′ \ S+ joins a point of α1 to a point of α0. Thus there
exists a simple arc β from τ2(0) to τ1(1), whose interior is included in the interior
of R(τ1, τ2), and disjoint from t′ except at its end-points (to construct such an arc,
start from τ2(0) and follow closely α0 from the inside of R(τ1, τ2) until it meets a
connected component of t′ \ S+, then follow this component, which necessaily joins
two points of α0, then follow again α0, and so on until you arrive near τ1(0), and
then follow τ1). Consider the Jordan curve β ∪ δ. This curve separates τ1(0) from
τ2(1), thus one of these two points, say τ1(0), belongs to the bounded component
of R2 \ (β ∪ δ). The curve σ1 is disjoint from β ∪ δ, thus σ1(0) = t′(0) also belongs
to this bounded component. On the other hand remember that t ∈ G0 is disjoint of
S+(γi0) except at its end-points, and thus (since geodesics are in minimal position)
t′ = fn] (t) is disjoint from the properly embedded half-line S+(fn] γi0) except at its
end-points. Thus S+(fn] γi0) is disjoint from R(τ1, τ2) which contains β. It is also
disjoint from δ. The point t′(0) is the end-point of S+(fn] γi0), it may not be in the
bounded component of R2 \ (β ∪ δ). This is a contradiction.

d Conclusion

Applying the last lemma provides some t (with distinct end-points) and a positive
integer n such that −t ∈ cutfn(t). We now apply proposition 3.2 to get a fixed point
for f . This completes the proof of the theorem.
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4 Orbit diagrams

In this section we discuss the possibility of an invariant describing the way orbits of
a Brouwer homeomorphism are “crossing each others”. In other words, we would
like to classify the finite families of orbits of Brouwer homeomorphisms, from the
point of view of homotopy Brouwer theory.

The above proposition 2.2 is a special case of the following more general result of
Handel (that we will not prove)10.

Theorem. Assume f is fixed point free, and let O(x1, . . . , xr) be the union of finitely
many orbits of f . Then property (H ′1) holds.

Assume as above that f is a Brouwer homeomorphism, and that property(H ′1) is
satisfied. As before we consider the 2r properly embedded half-lines

S−(δ1), S
+(γ1), . . . , S

−(δr), S
+(γr).

As in hypothesis (H ′2) at the beginning of the previous section, on this set of
pairwise disjoint properly embedded half-lines, we consider the cyclic order at infinity.
As for flows, it is convenient to represent this order by placing pairwise distinct
points α1, ω1, . . . , αr, ωr on a circle and drawing a chord from αi to ωi. Let us denote
this diagram by D(f, δ1, γ1, . . . , δr, γr).

We would like this to be an invariant, that is, to depend only on the map f and
the points x1, . . . , xr. Unfortunately this is not the case. Consider the easy case
of two orbits O(x1),O(x2) for the translation (first picture in section 2.b). From
these data we may obtain four diagrams, depending on the choice of the family of
proper homotopy translation arcs.In the case of the Reeb flow (second picture in
section 2.b), however, as the homotopy class of translation arcs is unique, we always
get the same diagram.

Consider a combinatorial diagram D0 of oriented chords [αi, ωi] of the circle.
Assume there is two end-points of the same type, say αi, αj, which are adjacent
in the cyclic order. Then we may obtain a new diagram D1 by exchanging αi and
αj in the cyclic order. We will say that D1 is obtain from D0 by an elementary
operation. It can be proved that if D0 = D(f, δ1, γ1, . . . , δr, γr) is some diagram
for (f, x1, . . . , xr), then any diagram obtained from D0 by performing a sequence of

10This theorem does not appear explicitly in [Han99], but may be obtained as follows from
results in that paper. Proposition 6.6 provides the existence of the δi, γi without the “homotopy
disjointness” required by the last sentence of the theorem. Then Lemma 4.6 allows to gather the γi’s
whose forward homotopy streamlines are not disjoint, giving another family γ′1, . . . , γ

′
r′ of generalized

homotopy translation arcs (see the definition in Handel’s paper), with r′ ≤ r, each γ′i meeting one
or several orbits in O. From γ′j one can construct a third family γ′′1 , . . . , γ

′′
r such that the forward

homotopy streamlines S+(γi) are pairwise disjoint (from each generalized translation arc γ′i we
construct several homotopy translation arcs which are pairwise disjoint and have representatives
inside a small neighborhood of γ′i ∪ f(γ′i)). Similarly we get a family of pairwise homotopically
disjoint backward homotopy streamlines S−(δ′′i ). By properness we may choose some integer N
such that for every i and every n ≥ 2N , fn(γi) is homotopically disjoint from δj . This gives the
homotopy disjointness property.
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elementary operations is a diagram D(f, δ′1, γ
′
1, . . . , δ

′
r, γ
′
r) for the same points (but

for different choices of homotopy classes of homotopy translation arcs).

Exercise 11.— Consider the Reeb map with r = 3, as in the examples of section 2. Choose a

family of homotopy translation arcs as in hypothesis (H ′1), draw the associated diagram. Perform

an elementary operation on this diagram, and find another family of homotopy translation arcs, still

satisfying hypothesis (H ′1), and corresponding to this new diagram. Do this for the four possible

diagrams.

Conversely, we may conjecture that elementary operations allow to describe all
possible diagrams associated to (f, x1, . . . , xr). Let us put this another way. Consider
again some abstract diagram D0. The reduced diagram associated to D0, say DR0 ,
is obtained from D0 by identifying all the vertices of the same type (α or ω) that
are adjacent. For example, for the translation with two orbits, starting from any of
the four diagrams we get as a reduced diagram the diagram with a single chord of
multiplicity two, whereas for the Reeb case, the reduced diagram coincides with the
unreduced diagram. The conjecture says that given two different choices of homotopy
translation arcs

δ1, γ1, . . . , δr, γr and δ′1, γ
′
1, . . . , δ

′
r, γ
′
r

associated to the same data (f, x1, . . . , xr), the reduced diagrams coincides,

D(f, δ1, γ1, . . . , δr, γr)
R = D(f, δ′1, γ

′
1, . . . , δ

′
r, γ
′
r)
R.

If the conjecture holds, then the reduced diagram is an invariant of homotopy Brouwer
theory associated to (f, x1, . . . , xr). This invariant would describe in a natural way
“the way that the orbits crosses each others.” Another (probably much harder)
conjecture says that this a total invariant. In other words, assume that the two
sets of data (f, x1, . . . , xr) and (f ′, x′1, . . . , x

′
r) give rise to the same reduced diagram.

Then the data should be equivalent from homotopy Brouwer theory viewpoint, which
means that there exists a homeomorphisms Φ that sends each point xi on the point
x′i, and such that the homeomorphisms ΦfΦ−1 and f ′ are isotopic relatively to
O(x′1, . . . , x

′
r) (the “braid type” are the same). An easy case of the second conjecture

is when the diagrams are simple, that is, they may be pictured as a set of chords that
do not cross each other. In this case, it is an easy consequence of Alexander trick.

5 Appendix: geodesics

We recall that O is a locally finite countable subset of the plane, and A is the set of
essential simple curves having their end-points on O and otherwise disjoint from O.
We also consider the set A′ of simple closed curves disjoint from O and surrounding
at least two points of O.

Hyperbolic geometry provides a set of representative of homotopy classes with
nice properties. More precisely, we use the existence of a subset H of the set A
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(resp a subset H′ of A′) with the following properties. Two curves α, β ∈ A ∪ A′
are in minimal position if they are topologically transverse11 and every connected
component of R2 \ (α ∪ β) whose boundary is made of exactly one piece of α and
one piece of β contains at least one element of O.

Exercise 12.— Prove that α and β are in minimal position if and only if for every α′, β′ homotopic
to α, β,

]α′ ∩ β′ ≥ ]α ∩ β.

Hint: use the universal cover of R2 \ O, and prove that, when they are in minimal position, ]α ∩ β
is equal to the number of lifts of β that separates the beginning and the end of a lift of α.

A family {αn} of curves is said to be proper (or locally finite) if every compact set
K meets only a finite number of αn’s. We denote by Homeo0(R2,O) the connected
component of the identity within the space of homeomorphisms of the plane that fixe
O point-wise (an element of this group is said to be isotopic to the identity relatively
to O).

1. Each homotopy class in A contains a unique element of H, that is, the map
α 7→ α from H to A is one-to-one and onto. The same holds for A′ and H′.

2. Every couple of curves α, β ∈ H∪H′ is in minimal position. In particular, if α
and β are homotopically disjoint then α ∩ β ⊂ O.

3. Let {αi} be an at most countable family of pairwise non-homotopic and disjoint
curves in A ∪A′ which is locally finite. Then there exists h ∈ Homeo0(R2,O)
such that all the h(αi)’s belong to H ∪H′.

4. More generally, let {αi} be as in the previous item, and let {βj} having the
same properties. Assume that every αi, βj are non-homotopic and in minimal
position. Then there exists h ∈ Homeo0(R2,O) such that all the h(αi)’s, h(βj)’s
belong to H ∪H′.

5. Let (αn)n≥0 be a sequence in A ∪A′, and for every n let α′n be the element of
H ∪H′ homotopic to αn. If (αn)n≥0 is homotopically proper then (α′n)n≥0 is
proper.

The curves in H ∪H′ are called geodesics. For the proofs, we refer to the book of
Bleiler and Casson (but they only consider the case of compact surfaces), and to the
paper by Matsumoto for the last point.

Exercise 13.— Prove that the last item (given the firsts) is equivalent to the following property.

Number the elements of O so that O = {un, n ≥ 0}. Let (Dn)n≥0 be the increasing sequence of

topological disks with geodesic boundary (i.e. the curves ∂Dn belong to H′). Then the sequence

(∂Dn)n≥0 is proper.

11In the neighbourhood of every intersection point, up to a homeomorphism, α is a vertical
segment and β is a horizontal segment.
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